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Federal Court Finds California Magazine Ban Violates the Second Amendment
In one of the strongest judicial statements in favor of the Second Amendment to date, Judge Roger T. Benitez of
the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of California determined on Friday that California’s ban on commonly
possessed firearm magazines violates the Second Amendment.
The case is Duncan v. Becerra.
The NRA-supported case had already been up to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit on the question
of whether the law’s enforcement should be suspended during proceedings on its constitutionality. Last July, a three
judge panel of the Ninth Circuit upheld Judge Benitez’s suspension of enforcement and sent the case back to him for
further proceedings on the merits of the law itself.
Judge Benitez rendered his opinion late Friday afternoon and handed Second Amendment supporters a sweeping
victory by completely invalidating California’s 10-round limit on magazine capacity. “Individual liberty and freedom are
not outmoded concepts,” he declared.
In a scholarly and comprehensive opinion, Judge Benitez subjected the ban both to the constitutional analysis he
argued was required by the U.S. Supreme Court in District of Columbia v. Heller and a more complicated and flexible
test the Ninth Circuit has applied in prior Second Amendment cases.
Either way, Judge Benitez ruled, the law would fail. Indeed, he characterized the California law as “turning the Constitution upside down.” He also systematically dismantled each of the state’s purported justifications for the law, demonstrating the factual and legal inconsistencies of their claims.
NRA-ILA Executive Director Chris W. Cox hailed the decision as a “huge win for gun owners” and a “landmark
recognition of what courts have too often treated as a disfavored right.”
“Judge Benitez took the Second Amendment seriously and came to the conclusion required by the Constitution,”
Cox said. “The same should be true of any court analyzing a ban on a class of arms law-abiding Americans commonly
possess for self-defense or other lawful purposes.”
Unfortunately, Friday’s opinion is not likely to be the last word on the case. The state will likely appeal to the
Ninth Circuit, which has proven notably hostile to the Second Amendment in past decisions.
Nevertheless, the thoroughness of Judge Benitez’s analysis should give Second Amendment supporters the best possible chance for success in appellate proceedings, particularly if the case ultimately lands before the U.S. Supreme Court.
In the meantime, Friday’s order prohibits California from enforcing its magazine restrictions, leaving its lawabiding residents safer and freer, at least for the time being.
President Trump Withdraws U.S. from United Nations Arms Trade Treaty
During his speech to the 2019 NRA-ILA Leadership Forum, President Trump announced that he would “unsign”
the United Nations Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) effectively withdrawing the United States from the treaty.
Officially signed onto by the United States in 2013 by former Secretary of State John Kerry, the ATT represented
the most dangerous step yet taken by international gun ban advocates. By announcing that he will officially withdraw
the United States from the treaty, President Trump made clear that he would not abdicate control over the rights of law
-abiding gun owners to foreign bureaucrats. He then signed, in front of all in attendance, a formal letter to the Senate
requesting that it halt the ratification process and return the treaty to the Oval Office, where President Trump would
“dispose” of it.
It’s hard to overstate the importance of President Trump’s actions to protect gun owners from international gun
control. As NRA-ILA Executive Director Chris W. Cox put it, “today in front of 15,000 NRA members, President
Trump once again demonstrated his commitment to our Second Amendment freedoms and American Sovereignty. His
commitment to un-sign the anti-gun United Nations Arms Trade
Treaty that was forced on us by John Kerry and Barrack Obama,
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gives NRA members one more reason to enthusiastically support
his presidency. Donald Trump isn’t afraid to stand on the side of
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PAGE 2 freedom and defend our God-given right to self-defense and we
couldn’t be prouder to stand with him.”
While never ratified by the United States Senate, even unsigned
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...dedicated to the restoration of the inalienable
right to keep and bear arms as guaranteed by
the 2nd Amendment

The Alliance is a regionally-based, grass-roots organization
that seeks to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Counter the designs of malicious legislators.
Confront the media’s twisted portrayals of gun rights issues.
Politicize and activate gun owners in defense of their rights.
Acquaint the public with the true nature of the Second Amendment.
Network with other pro-gun groups to coordinate local, state and
national strategies.
6. Train people in basic firearm safety and handgun defense.
7. Sponsor and support pro-gun legislation
8. Make politicians aware that gun owners are awakening from their
accustomed apathy and
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purpose” of the treaty. This type of vague policy statement is typical of the many intentionally unclear provisions of the
ATT that we have repeatedly warned could be used by future administrations or foreign bureaucrats to restrict the
rights of law-abiding American gun owners.
In fact, the ATT was drafted with the express purpose of allowing future foreign officials to be able to amend the
treaty without the agreement of the United States. By requiring only 3/4 of the treaty signatories to create an amendment to the treaty, the future danger of the treaty to American gun owners was effectively limitless.
Please join us in thanking President Trump for putting the constitutional rights of American gun owners ahead of
the interests of foreign gun control advocates.

'Second Amendment Sanctuaries'

Rural counties in blue states defy leftist gun-control laws that undermine constitutional rights.
So-called “progressive” Democrats across America are finding out that what is good for the goose, politically
speaking, is good for the gander.
For years, Democrats have refused to enforce U.S. immigration laws, declaring themselves to be “sanctuary” cities and states. Refusing to cooperate with federal immigration authorities, they have harbored illegal alien criminals to
prevent deportation. In one case, an Oregon judge even helped an illegal alien, just convicted of DUI after having been
previously deported, escape from ICE agents waiting outside her courtroom to take him into custody.
Despite the thousands upon thousands of murders, rapes, robberies, and assaults committed against U.S. citizens
each year by illegal aliens, Democrats stand defiant against enforcement of laws stopping illegal immigration. Despite
the metastasizing threat of the brutal, violent Salvadoran gang MS-13, which has grown to tens of thousands of members in the U.S., engaging in murder, rape, child prostitution, drug and human trafficking, gun-running, etc., Democrats stand with the criminals.
So it seems only fitting that the tables are being turned. In leftist, Democrat-run states where draconian guncontrol laws have been and continue to be passed, citizens and sheriffs in more conservative, rural counties are declaring themselves to be “Second Amendment sanctuary cities” and refusing to enforce the anti-gun, unconstitutional laws
that seek to disarm law-abiding citizens.
Arguably, New Mexico leads the biggest rebellion against these infringements on constitutionally protected
rights. In response to several gun-control bills passed by the Democrats in the state legislature, 30 of the state’s 33
county sheriffs signed a letter pledging their refusal to enforce the new laws.
One of the leaders of the rebellion, Quay County Sheriff Russell Shafer, explained his position, stating, “If a state
or city can become a sanctuary for illegal immigration, then we can become a sanctuary for Second Amendment rights.”
In fact, the local governments of 25 of New Mexico’s 33 counties have declared themselves to be “sanctuary”
counties where the gun-control laws will not be enforced, and 29 of the 33 county sheriffs are refusing to enforce the
laws. The New Mexico Sheriff’s Association has also warned it will sue the state if the new gun laws are enacted.
No doubt part of the rebellion comes from indignation at having rights infringed by elected officials whose
knowledge of guns is imbecilic at best. New Mexico’s Democrat Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham last year called for a
ban on “high magazine cartridges.” That’s not even a thing!
One of the bills in question is the so-called “red flag” legislation that allows family members or even acquaintances of a gun owner to petition a court to temporarily confiscate the owner’s weapons if they believe the person presents a
danger to themselves or others. The obvious danger is that such a provision could be abused without significant safeguards. Sheriffs argue they already have legal recourses to remove a weapon from a potentially dangerous person, and
the new laws fail to protect the due process rights of gun owners. Sheriffs say they are responding to the wishes of the
voters who elected them, in counties that have passed resolutions banning county funds from being used to enforce
these laws.
Newly elected New Mexico Governor Grisham mocked the revolt by county sheriffs in her state, accusing them of
being “rogue sheriffs throwing a childish pity party,” claiming they are undermining public safety.
In reality, it is the statist, gun-grabbing Democrats who are undermining public safety by disarming law-abiding
citizens, leaving them as easy prey for violent criminals. In January 2013, to much leftist fanfare, Barack Obama directed the Centers for Disease Control to commission a study on how to reduce gun violence in America. The results
were released later that year with a whisper. Why? Because the study determined that the number of defensive gun uses, which prevented or stopped a crime, occurred as much as 10 times more often than criminal gun uses.
These revolts are occurring not just in New Mexico, but in even more Democrat-dominated states like Washington, Colorado, and Illinois, where the state legislature is seeking to ban commonly owned semiautomatic weapons;
which is to say, nearly all firearms.
It’s no wonder that there is such a deep divide between “red” and “blue” America. Red America wants the Constitution respected and immigration laws enforced. It wants God-given rights protected by the government that supposedly serves them. Blue America insists we allow in wave after wave of illegal aliens, including violent criminals, while
also demanding that law-abiding citizens be stripped of their right to arm and defend themselves.
Thomas Jefferson was right when (quoting Cesare Beccaria) he declared that “Laws that forbid the carrying of
arms … disarm only those who are neither inclined nor determined to commit crimes.”
SANCTUARIES (Continued on page 4)
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Therefore, we recommend that gun-grabbing Democrats abide by the same advice they give pro-lifers on abortion;
namely, if you don’t want one, don’t get one, but don’t take away our right to one. And unlike the “right” to abortion, the
right to keep and bear arms can actually be found in the Constitution.

LIBERTY NOTES
By Kevin L. Jamison

It is a good day for Liberty.
I’ve read “Hope and Honor” by the late Major General Sid Shachnow. The general was born Jewish in Lithuania
and grew up in a Nazi-occupied ghetto in which waves of Jews were gathered up and killed. He escaped the ghetto, escaped Russian-occupied Eastern Europe and made his way to America and joined the US Army. He spent a large part of
his career in Special Forces. At one point he wrote that the next time someone threatens to kill all the Jews, we should
believe him. Good advice. Gun owners should take it to heart. When someone threatens to outlaw guns, we should believe him. These persons insult us by joining this threat with the claim that no one is going to take out guns. We have
just seen bump stocks abruptly outlawed. States ban semi-automatic rifles outright or prevent them from being passed
on to heirs. Pittsburg has just passed gun bans in defiance of state law. They think we are stupid.
At Rally Day I announced a beard growing contest. People asked when the contest starts and ends. That is a lot of
detail to ask. Then someone always wants to convert the date to the metric system. It starts whenever and ends when
we get around to it.
A federal judge for the district of Kansas has been arrested in Johnson County Kansas for driving drunk. It doesn’t
matter who you are.
My niece has just had a baby boy. Of course, there is no scientific proof that he is a baby, but we are pretty sure. I
was invited to his baby shower. Attendees were encouraged to bring baby support items. I got him an NRA cap. We
don’t know if he is a Glock shooter or a 1911 kind of guy yet. Children are allowed to decide these things for themselves
nowadays.
The family of a murdered teenager started of memorial fundraiser on Facebook. The proceeds will go to the Brady
Campaign. This is a problem. With only one way to show sympathy, people will throw money at grief. We should do
something similar. I read of an Army chef who does 2,222 pushups a day in memory of the 22 veterans who commit suicide a day. He is mostly bicep. When he needs to mash potatoes he does not need a kitchen aid. A person with five guns
can throw a nickel in a jar every day. A person who buys a box of ammunition can throw the change in a jar. It was
hunters who lobbied for a tax on ammunition to pay for conservation. We have to self-tax ourselves to preserve our
rights.
Any group of shooters can put on an event. Throw a dollar each in the hat and top shooter takes half the money.
I was watching the TV series “Elementary.” It concerns Sherlock Holmes doing his deductions in New York City in
the present era. At one point the great detective states that “Gun buy-backs have reduced crime wherever they have been
tried.” Of course, there is no evidence of this at all. The great TV audience will hear this coming from the genius detective and, not able to tell the difference between fiction and reality, they will believe it. It is no good complaining about
this propaganda, although I do. We can tell co-workers about such nonsense, briefly and in passing. In time we might
build up resistance to this propaganda.
I do not begrudge the opposition their gun buy-backs. It keeps them busy and out of trouble. Buy-backs are like
an all-day sucker. They collect rust and junk. A gun person can walk the line and offer real money for likely guns. A gun
person can make some ammunition money by getting rid of old and broken guns.
I have decided to run for president on the democratic ticket, everyone else is. My campaign is based on free guns,
free ammunition and an open border policy allowing disagreeable people to leave our borders.
A man was arrested for murder. He had five “teardrop” tattoos on his face. These tattoos boast of killing five people. These are statements to draw attention, all kinds of attention. Gangs admire these tattoos. Police pay close attention to the person wearing these tattoos. When citizens see these tattoos, their alert level needs to go up and their hands
stray towards emergency equipment
LIBERTY ((Continued on page 5)
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California is attempting to pass a bill governing when a police officer can shoot. The effort is run by groups
formed by families of people shot by police. I understand grief but it does not provide expertise. Once this is forced on
police it will be forced on the rest of the citizens.
The mosque shooting in New Zealand was actually two mosque shootings. The killer went to the second mosque
but there was a difference. A civilian at the second mosque appears to have taken the killer’s rifle and fired at him. He
got away, but the reason he got away is because someone else had a rifle. It appears that the civilian did not know how
to use the rifle, but his attempts drove the killer off. I have heard almost no details of this defense for some reason. In
the San Diego temple attack, the killer’s rifle jammed. An unarmed member of the congregation charged the killer,
who fled. An off-duty Border Patrol Officer fired at the killer who fled. At the Colorado Springs church a volunteer
guard shot the killer, who committed suicide. In the Texas church shooting a neighbor unlocked his unloaded AR-15,
went into the next room to unlock his ammunition and loaded the magazine with eight rounds. We are often told that
this is how we must keep our guns. While he was getting ready the killer was killing. He fired at the killer who fled.
Recently one of the usual suspects declared that there is no evidence that guns in churches can be used in self-defense.
This is obviously not true. This spokesperson was either appallingly ignorant or lying.
Some instructors advise carrying pepper gas along with your gun. This provides a non-lethal alternative for incidents that do not rise to the level of deadly force. Other instructors say that in the event of violence the presence of two
devices require making a decision and that requires a fraction of a second in which the bad guy is acting. With only a
gun there is no choice. There is value in both views. It depends on a person’s circumstances. Exactly what those circumstances might be requires more thought.
The Community Blood Center needs blood. Wear a WMSA or Guns Save Lives button. This will do the community some good and make us look good. Read a gun magazine. Read the Bullet.
Cinco de Mayo is upon us. It celebrates the victory of the Mexican Army and civilian volunteers over the French
Army. When the French attacked a Mexican fortification, civilians came out with whatever weapons were at hand. It
is their Lexington and Concord. Mexico does have an equivalent to the Second Amendment in its Constitution. This
provision has been ignored there as it was for many years in the United States. Emillio Zapata, an early 20 th century
Mexican revolutionary, stressed the need for a citizen’s rifle in order to have a free Mexico. Perhaps one day. With
criminal cartels on one side and corruption on the other unarmed Mexicans are squeezed in the middle.
We shall overcome.

PRESIDENT’S CORNER
WHERE WE ARE
K. L. Jamison

Rally Day went well. Not great, but well. We had a good crowd and some excellent speakers. Sarah Hitchock,
our NRA Grassroots representative spoke on the projects the NRA will be pushing through 2020. She passed out a
number of NRA caps for a photo. She expects to see the heads under those caps volunteering through 2020. There
were a dozen speakers from both chambers of the legislature. Another was unable to attend but sent his assistant to
show support. Secretary of State John Ashcroft appeared and had some very supportive comments. A couple of local
activists spoke about pending legislation. A woman from St. Louis gave a rousing old-fashioned halleluiah speech and
unleashed the crowd to see their legislators.
The attendees were cautioned to sign the book in their legislator’s office to show they were there. It is hard to
catch the politician in his native environment. I did not catch my legislator in the office. I don’t think he likes me. I
had asked some very pointed questions the last time we met and in a very public place. I left a note promising to be
nicer to him in the future. Of course, he will be term limited out next year, so the future is not very far away.
There are some very bad bills in the legislature. We have worked very hard to put friendly people in the legislature. This has certain advantages. Most of the bad bills have gone nowhere. They have not even had a hearing. They
will not become law; by themselves. In the last week of the session, which is hard upon us, bills are amended and
squashed together in a slapdash manner. A bad bill could be tacked on to a bill that is moving. This requires us to
keep the attention of our legislators. A letter at this time would be a good thing.
There are some very good bills in the system. Again, a letter would be a very good idea. There are bills to reduce
the number of “gun free” zones. They allow concealed carry licensees to carry on college campuses and public transportation. One legislator introduced a bill to require owning an AR. This sounds very aggressive but is not an enforceable law. The legislator introduced the bill to make a point. I appreciate the point but it takes attention from the real
bills.
Los Angeles is demanding that contractors reveal if they are members of the NRA. The NRA is suing and will
probably win. New York City has an ordinance which prohibits licensed gun owners from moving guns from home
except to go to a shooting range in the city; of which there is one. They cannot take guns out of the city. The NRA is
helping local gun owners sue. It is going to the US Supreme Court. New York quickly rescinded the ordinance and
argued that the case is now moot. The counter-argument is that the ordinance can be reinstated at any time. The
PRESIDENT (Continued on page 6)
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principle is that mindless and ridiculous regulation of guns is common and the Court should rule on a standard of review for such ordinances and regulations. The usual suspects are clearly afraid of the Court ruling on this subject.
They should be. A ruling on the standard of review, the level of scrutiny applied to such laws will be huge. Right now
there is no specific standard and courts ignore the rulings of Heller and McDonald.
There are bad things going on. There is reason for optimism, but only if we stay active.
I thank-you for the honor of being your president.

C ou r t R u le s R e m in gt on C a n B e S u e d F or M a r k e t in g Gu n s
‘ F o r C om b a t ’
MARCH 15, 2019 By Madeline Osburn

Gun-makers are facing a potentially major legal reversal of their protection from liability for gun violence. The
Connecticut Supreme Court ruled on Thursday that Remington Outdoor Co. can be sued for how it marketed their
Bushmaster rifle, the model used in the Sandy Hook mass shooting.
Families of the Sandy Hook victims filed a wrongful-death lawsuit against the gun manufacturer in 2012. In this
week’s 4-3 ruling, the Connecticut Supreme Court overturned a lower-court ruling that the lawsuit was prohibited by a
2005 federal law, the Protection of Lawful Commerce in Arms Act. The PLCAA protects gun companies from being
held liable for crimes committed with their products.
The court upheld the dismissal of several of the plaintiffs’ claims as barred under the PLCAA, but found that the
PLCAA did not protect gun manufacturers from a state law that bans marketing a military-style weapon to civilians.
The plaintiffs alleged that Bushmaster glorified violence and extolled militaristic characteristics to attract civilian buyers.
Unless the ruling is appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court, the case will now go back to a trial court, where a jury
will decided if Remington violated the Connecticut Unfair Trade Practices Act.
The plaintiffs are asserting that the gun used in the Newtown shooting is more dangerous than other guns simply
because it shares characteristics with military rifles like a “matte black, non-reflective finish.”
Another larger legal ramification this case will have on the gun industry is setting a precedent for giving access to
gun companies’ internal documents and marketing strategies. The Sandy Hook families will now be able to subpoena
information on how the Bushmaster AR-15 was marketed.
“There is a reason why this particular consumer product is the one that is used by people who want to inflict the
most damage, and we have seen it time and time again since my son and his classmates were killed,” David Wheeler,
father of a Sandy Hook victim, told the Hartford Courant. “That reason very likely potentially resides in the documents
that we have been unable to look at until now.”
No final victories have been declared yet, and the gun manufacturers’ lawyers maintain that their clients are protected by federal and state laws. James Vogts, a lawyer for Remington, told the Wall Street Journal that a firearm maker or seller must be “given a reason to know that the buyer is likely to use the product to cause harm,” in order to be
liable under Connecticut law.
Illinois Follows New York’s Lead, Proposes Social Media Check to Purchase a Gun
Like swine flu and skinny jeans, anti-gun legislation often works its way from state to state until the entire country has been infected. The latest example began in New York, where legislators proposed a bill that would require anyone purchasing a handgun to have their social media accounts and internet history reviewed by law enforcement.
Now Illinois has caught the bug as House representatives introduce legislation (HB 888) that would require state
police to “conduct a search of the purchasers’ social media accounts available to the public to determine if there is any
information that would disqualify the person from obtaining or require revocation of a currently valid Firearm Owner’s
Identification Card.”
Unlike New York’s law, which only requires a social media check for handgun licenses, Illinois’ would require a
check to purchase rifles and shotguns as well, as an identification card is required for all firearms purchases.
In addition, the Illinois law requires applicants for a Firearms Owner’s Identification Card to provide state police
with “a list of every social media account” owned by the applicant.
“These bills will give us additional tools to keep deadly weapons out of the hands of dangerous people, while respecting the Second Amendment rights of law-abiding gun owners,” said Democratic Representative Daniel Didech,
the bill’s sponsor. “I look forward to working with my colleagues in the coming months to pass these and other bills
that will reduce gun violence and make our community safer.”
Opponents say laws like HB 888 not only restrict Second Amendment rights but First Amendment rights as well.
“The Bill of Rights is totally under assault with this particular bill,” New York Shooters Committee on Political
Education President Tim Andrews said of the New York bill. “It’s an invasion of privacy. Some would see it as a Fourth
Amendment violation and a violation of the First Amendment, freedom of speech.”
Illinois gun owners agree. “Who’s going to make that judgement? What’s the parameter? What are they looking
ILLINOIS (Continued on page 7)
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for?” Illinois gun shop owner Dan Cooley asked.
Cooley believes giving authorities a list of social media sites invades an applicant’s privacy and pointed out that the
existing vetting process is sufficiently rigorous.
“We’ve been vetted,” Cooley said. “Anyone who has FOID card has been vetted through criminal background system, the mental health system in Illinois.”
"Perhaps the president should reissue his executive order and say that all immigrants and refugees coming into the
country must undergo more severe background checks just in case they want to purchase a firearm. The Left would really be in a bind then!"
—Gary Bauer
"Since when have we Americans been expected to bow submissively to authority and speak with awe and reverence to
those who represent us?"
—Justice William O. Douglas
"The whole aim of practical politics is to keep the populace alarmed (and hence clamorous to be led to safety) by menacing it with an endless series of hobgoblins, all of them imaginary."
—H. L. Mencken
"Before a standing army can rule, the people must be disarmed; as they are in almost every kingdom of Europe. The supreme power in America cannot enforce unjust laws by the sword; because the whole body of the people are armed, and
constitute a force superior to any band of regular troops that can be, on any pretense, raised in the United States."
—Noah Webster, 1787
"Stay informed — because stupid people are ruining America. God blessed me with a voice and a big mouth and I’m going to use it to try to wake people up and convert some of the stupid people.”
—Herman Cain
"The danger is not, that the judges will be too firm in resisting public opinion, and in defense of private rights or
public liberties; but, that they will be ready to yield themselves to the passions, and politics, and prejudices of the day."
—Joseph Story
"A republic is not an easy form of government to live under, and when the responsibility of citizenship is evaded, democracy decays and authoritarianism takes over."
-- Chief Justice Earl Warren
"The gun has been called the great equalizer, meaning that a small person with a gun is equal to a large person, but it
is a great equalizer in another way, too. It insures that the people are the equal of their government whenever that government forgets that it is servant and not master of the governed. When the British forgot that they got a revolution.
And, as a result, we Americans got a Constitution; a Constitution that, as those who wrote it were determined, would
keep men free. If we give up part of that Constitution we give up part of our freedom and increase the chance that we will
lose it all."
--Ronald Reagan
"Ain't it funny how many hundreds of thousands of soldiers we can recruit with nerve. But we just can't find one politician in a million with backbone."
--American humorist Will Rogers

"Why are we so worried about 3D guns? Aren't 2D guns even easier to conceal?" —Frank Fleming
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We’re having a raffle!
We’re raffling off a Kel Tec Sub 2000 9mm Pistol Caliber Carbine
We will have a limited number of raffle tickets. We will not mail tickets to members to sell. Tickets will
be available at all General meetings and at events where WMSA has a table. Additionally to build our treasury for the
coming year, this year’s raffle is aimed towards gaining more WMSA members.

The tickets are $5 each or 5 for $20. As an added incentive, bring in a new member at a General
Membership Meeting and get a free raffle ticket. Any current member who brings in a new WMSA member gets a free
raffle ticket for each new member added to our rolls.
Bring your prospective new member to a General membership meeting and when the new member completes
the membership application and pays their dues, you are handed a ticket, no charge! The drawing for the rifle will be at
the January 2020 RK Gun Show at the KCI Expo Center.
Go recruit new members, get a free ticket for every member and exhaust our limited number of tickets.
Tickets can also be obtained via mail by sending a check to the WMSA, P.O. Box 11144, Kansas
City, MO 64119.

If you win, what will you get? You get more than just the rifle.

Kel Tec Sub 2000
9mm Pistol Caliber Carbine w Laser Sight
2-Glock 17 Magazines and soft carry case
Tickets are $5 each or 5 for $20
Here’s your chance for a Kel Tec folding carbine with accessories.
Come to our next General meeting and buy your tickets!
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
WESTERN MISSOURI SHOOTERS ALLIANCE
The Alliance is a regionally-based, grass-roots organization that seeks to;
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Counter the designs of malicious legislators.
Confront the media’s twisted portrayals of gun rights issues.
Politicize and activate gun owners in defense of their rights.
Acquaint the public with the true nature of the Second Amendment.
Network with other pro-gun groups to coordinate local, state and national strategies.
Train people in basic firearm safety and handgun defense.
Sponsor and support pro-gun legislation.
Make politicians aware that gun owners are awakening from their accustomed apathy and

WILL TOLERATE NO FURTHER EROSION OF THEIR FREEDOMS!

Date: _____/_____/_____

Name: ______________________________

Mail to:
Western Missouri Shooters Alliance
P.O. Box 11144
Kansas City, MO 64119

Address:_____________________________

City:________________________________

Hotline (877) 333-WMSA
www.wmsa.net
County: ___________________

State:________ Zip:___________
Occupation: __________________________
Home Phone: (____) ____-_________
E-Mail _________________________

Cell Phone: (____) ____-________
NRA member? ____ Registered Voter? ____

Check membership type:

___ Annual
$30

___ Senior (65+)
$20

___ Associate
$15 (spouse, no newsletter)

___ 3 Year Annual
$87

___ 3 Year Senior
$57 (65+)

___ 3 Year Associate
$28 (spouse, no newsletter)

___ Sponsor
$100 (4 business card

__ Sponsor
$250 (12 business card

ads per year.)

ads per year.)
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...dedicated to the restoration of the inalienable right to
keep and bear arms as guaranteed by the 2nd Amendment
*REMINDER* Next General Meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, May 28, 2019 at 7:00 PM
Meeting located at Bass Pro Conservation Room, Independence, MO

CONTACT INFORMATION - Let them know what you think!
Missouri State Senate
Jason Holsman—D -Dist 7
201 W Capitol Ave., Rm. 421
Jefferson City, Misouri 65101
(573)751-6607
Mike Cierpiot—R -Dist 8
201 W Capitol Ave., Rm. 431
Jefferson City, Misouri 65101
(573) 751-1464
S. Kiki Curls—D -Dist 9
201 W Capitol Ave., Rm. 434
Jefferson City, Misouri 65101
(573) 751-3158
John Rizzo—D—Dist 11
201 W Capitol Ave., Rm. 425
Jefferson City, Misouri 65101
(573) 751-3074
Dan Hegeman—R -Dist 12
201 W Capitol Ave., Rm. 332
Jefferson City, Misouri 65101
(573) 751– 1415
Lauren Arthur—D - Dist 17
201 W Capitol Ave., Rm. 331A
Jefferson City, Misouri 65101
(573) 751-5282

Denny Hoskins-R—Dist 21
201 W Capitol Ave., Rm. 431
Jefferson City, Misouri 65101
(573) 751-4302

Bill Faulkner—R—Dist 10
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 200BC
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-9755

Noell J Shull - R Dist 16
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 412 C
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-9458

Donna Pfautsch - R Dist 33
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 404-B
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-9766

Brad Pollitt— R - Dist 52
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 201-CA
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-9774

Ed Emery—R—Dist 31
201 W Capitol Ave., Rm. 420
Jefferson City, Misouri 65101
(573) 751-2108

Brenda Shields—R -Dist. 11
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 407A
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-3643

Mark Ellebracht - R Dist 17
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 135-BA
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-1218

Glen Kolkmeyer - R Dist 53
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 400CA
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-1462

Rob Schaaf—R—Dist 34
201 W Capitol Ave., Rm. 423
Jefferson City, Misouri 65101
(573) 751-2183

Kenneth Wilson—R _Dist 12
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 206A
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-9760

Wes Rogers - D Dist 18
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 135BB
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-2199

Rebecca Roeber - R Dist 34
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 102
BA
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-1456

Missouri House

Vic Alfredl—R— Dist 13
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 400CC
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-6593

Jonathan Pattersont—R Dist 30
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 405A
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-0907

Matt Sain—D— Dist 14
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 101G
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-3618

Dan Stacy - R - Dist 31
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 116-3
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-8636

Jon Carpenter— D - Dist 15
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 103-BC
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-4787

Jeff Coleman— R Dist 32
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 115-J
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-1487

Jim Neely—R—Dist 8
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 110A
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-0246
Delus Johnson—R—Dist. 9
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 302-1
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-3666

Keri Ingle - D Dist 35
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 109EJefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-1459
Doug Richey - R Dist 38
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 116A1
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-2238
Peggy McGaugh - R -Dist 39
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 409 B
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-1468
Dean Dohrman - R Dist 51
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 415A
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-2204

Dan Houx - R - Dist 54
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 116-A1
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-3580
Mike Haffner— R - Dist 55
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 115 E
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-3783
Jack Bondon - R - Dist 56
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 201F
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-2175
Rodger Reedy - R - Dist 57
201 West Capitol Ave Rm. 115-C
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
(573) 751-3971

WEB ADDRESSES - Get educated!
Gun Owners of America
www.gunowners.org
703-321-8585
Jews for the Preservation of Firearms Ownership
www.JPFO.org
262- 673-9745
The National Rifle Association
www.nra.org
800-672-3888
The Second Amendment Foundation
www.saf.org
425- 454-7012

Gateway Civil Liberties Alliance
http://www.gclastl.org/
866 385-GUNS (4867)

Women Against Gun Control
www.wagc.com
801-328-9660

Missouri Sport Shooting Association
www.missourisportshooting.org/

NewsMax.com
www.newsmax.com

Western Missouri Shooters Alliance
www.wmsa.net
Missouri Carry
Online Forum
www.missouricarry.com
Arming Women Against Rape and Endangerment
www.aware.org
877-672-9273

The Washington Times
www.washtimes.com
The London Telegraph
www.telegraph.co.uk
The Drudge Report
www.drudgereport.com

